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MEMORANDUM  

DATE:   December 16th, 2019 

TO:   Fletcher Jacobs, State Trails Program Manager 

FROM:  Mark Leslie, Northeast Regional Manager 

SUBJECT:  Wildlife Impacts Review, 2019 Non-Motorized Grant Cycle 

The Northeast Region received ten trail project applications for wildlife impacts 
review. These applications were sent to CPW Area field staff (Area Wildlife Managers 
and District Wildlife Managers) for review and comment. The comments were then 
reviewed and discussed using the Wildlife Impacts Assessment Guidelines for the CPW 
Trails Program. Reviewers included Northeast Region Trails Coordinator Ben Plankis, 
Deputy Regional Manager Scott Roush, and Regional Manager Mark Leslie. In addition, 
Regional leadership emphasized the importance for CPW Area field staff to engage 
early in trail planning processes and grant application discussions to evaluate and 
address any possible wildlife concerns.  

According to the 2019 SCORP, most of Colorado’s population growth between 2000 
and 2016 has occurred in the Denver Metro and North Central Regions. This region is 
expected to have the fastest population growth among regions in Colorado in the next 
30 years. The number of trail users in the region is growing, as is the demand for new 
trails. This increase in trail use and new trail development has a cumulative negative 
impact on wildlife habitat. Increased trail use requires land managers to provide 
resources to maintain existing trails, actively enforce regulations and closures 
intended to protect wildlife, and conduct new trail planning and development in a 
broad landscape context.  

Below is a synopsis of applications and their associated wildlife impacts: 

Construction Grants: 
#2 Phemister Trail  

- No comment 
 
#4 Tolland Ranch Trail  

- No comment 
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#7 North Elk Creek 
- Trail construction shall end prior to August 31st to avoid conflicts with hunters. 

COMBA should continue supporting and move forward with the weed 
mitigation, and willow planting efforts. A broader number of user groups should 
be included in these conversations, and since phase 1, no additional user 
groups have been invited to the conversations.  Groups may include Rocky 
Mountain Elk Foundation, Backcountry Hunters and Anglers, Trout Unlimited, 
and Wild Connections. There could be some great partnerships, particularly for 
habitat improvement projects.  The COMBA Outside 285 plan may be a great 
opportunity to get other user groups engaged. After this trail planning process 
finished it was decided that Staunton State Park would continue with plans to 
construct a parking lot on the interior of the park. This parking lot could allow 
more users to access the trails outlined in this project, and could have a 
significant impact on wildlife. COMBA has done a good job incorporating 
wildlife concerns, but this new parking lot could offset those efforts.  
 

#8 Ward Station 
- No comment 

 
#9 Fall River  

- No comment 
 

#10 Twamore Farm 
- No comment 

 
#12 Virginia Canyon Mountain Park 

- This project area is located within bighorn sheep overall, summer, winter, and 
severe winter ranges for the species. The bighorn sheep herd (S32) in the 
project area is recognized by CPW as a primary core population (Tier 1) that 
represent a population that has maintained the greatest genetic diversity, and 
persist in sizable numbers. For this reason, CPW considers this herd as a high 
priority for inventory, habitat protection and improvement, disease prevention, 
and research. The project area also is located in a migration corridor for 
bighorn sheep, with sheep moving east to west and vice versa throughout the 
year. Bighorn sheep migration in the area occurs throughout the year for 
breeding, access to and from summer ranges, as well as daily movements of 
sub herds. The project is also located within severe winter range habitat for 
bighorn sheep, which is very important habitat for survival during harsh winter 
conditions. The high use of recreation that the project is likely to produce is 
also concerning to CPW. Increased human activity can negatively affect bighorn 
sheep’s historic patterns and movements, causing sheep to not inhabit the 
area. Dogs off leash are also a concern to sheep and other wildlife, putting 
undue stress on the animals by dogs chasing, harassing, and even killing 
wildlife. CPW is concerned that the project could negatively affect the bighorn 
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sheep herd, due to fragmentation of habitat and migration corridors, impacts 
to severe winter range habitat, and the effects from the presumed high 
recreation use of the trails may lead to bighorn sheep not using the area in the 
future. CPW staff has discussed mitigation that could potentially lead to less 
impacts on bighorn sheep, but do not believe would address the issue of sheep 
being pushed and not using the area during the warmer months when 
recreation would be at its peak. CPW recommends:  

o Seasonal trail closures, to be determined by CPW to protect bighorn 
sheep during sensitive times of the year including, but not limited to 
severe winter conditions and lambing during the spring. 

o The City of Idaho Springs to have a strict dog on leash policy in the park 
to prevent the harassment of bighorn sheep and other wildlife. 
Enforcement and education would be required by the city to prevent any 
conflicts. 

o As identified in the application, The City proposed building a fence on 
the eastern boundary of the property to prevent issues with cattle. CPW 
recommends that any fencing constructed to be “wildlife friendly” to 
prevent entanglement and death of wildlife. 

o Proper signage to educate the public on wildlife and respecting wildlife. 
Signage informing the public that bears and lions are in the area and 
information on how to prevent conflicts. 

o All waste receptacles to be bear resistant, to prevent conflicts. 

 
#17 Bear Creek 

- No comment 
 
Maintenance Grants:  
#16 Overland MBA 

- No comment 
# 14 Partnership for Stewardship 

- No comment 


